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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a surgical thread model in order
for surgeons to practice a suturing task. We first model the thread as a
spline animated by continuous mechanics. The suture is simulated via so-
called ”sliding point” constraints, which allow the spline to move freely
while constrained to pass through specific piercing points. The direction
of the spline at these points can also be imposed. Moreover, to enhance
realism, an adapted model of friction is proposed, which allows the thread
to remain fixed at the piercing point or slides through it. Our model
yields to good results showing realistic behavior, robust computation
and interactive rates.
1 Introduction
Suturing is a fundamental surgical gesture that any practitioner has to acquire
and improve. This technique is useful for example during an ablation of an organ
or for stitching a wound up. Besides, thanks to the growing power of comput-
ers, we are able to offer interactive surgery simulations of realistic yet complex
models. Consequently, it seems convenient to use surgical simulators to practice
suturing in difficult contexts such as endoscopic surgeries [3]. We therefore want
to design a dynamic surgical thread model for interactive simulation with which
a surgeon can train the suturing. This model must be computed at 30Hz at least,
for good visual effects.
This paper is organized as follows: First, we discuss some previous work in the
domain. Then, we explain our basis model and the new constraints we propose
for suturing. Finally, we present some results before concluding.
2 Previous Work
Surgical simulation needs both models of organs and interactions. Thus, the tools
that the practitioners use and their effects must be modeled too. However, most
researches have concentrated on organs simulation only, whereas the modeling of
certain tools remains an issue. Among these, the simulation of surgical threads
has been studied only recently. The simplest approach to model a thread is to
use a mass/spring chain [10, 4]. This technique is generally used in commercial
simulators1. To avoid using a high stiffness for the stretching, some models even
rely on a chain of rigid links [2]. Pai [9] proposes a static simulation of a curve
based on the cosserat theory. Moving a Frenet frame along the thin solid, they
obtain a specific energy term measuring stretching and twisting deformation.
Some algorithms have been proposed to handle suturing [4, 2] and knot tying
[10] with such models. These however heavily rely on their discrete nature. For
suturing, these methods do not result from any physical equations. At each time
step, a point of the thread is linked to a point on the organ (considered as
the piercing point). The concerned thread point can change to simulate sliding,
but this modification is an arbitrary choice. Moreover, if the thread must pass
through several piercing points, many thread points must be fixed and it is not
clear if the resolution of the model remains stable. What is more, the overall
movement results in ”step-by-step” sliding. To hide this effect (visually and
haptically), the distance separating two successive points on the curve must be
small, which induces a fine discretization and a penalized computation time.
Moreover, this discretization loses the continuous property of the curve, which
could have been kept by other approaches [14].
In a way similar to organ models, we want to design a model of threads,
where all physical parameters remain continuous. Since during a suturing task,
any point of the curve can potentially be constrained in the pierced holes, it is
also desirable that the constraints should apply everywhere along the curve. For
that purpose, we propose new types of constraints which allows the thread to
slide with frictions through a point in a specific direction. The knot tying is out
of the scope of this article and we only focus on sewing.
3 Physical simulation of thread
In this section, we briefly present our model of thread. However, more details
can be found in [6]. We model the thread as a spline with few control points:
P(s, t) =
n∑
i=1
qi(t)bi(s). (1)
where s is the parametric abscissa, t the time, qi the control point positions,
n the number of control points, and bi the basis functions specific to the spline
type. We provide the curve with physical properties such as a continuous mass
distribution and animate it using the Lagrange equation of motion. In this model,
the coordinates qαi with α ∈ {x, y, z} of the control points of the curve are the
degrees of freedom.
One of the main interest of such a model, is that all the physical properties
are defined in a continuous way. These include external forces or constraints,
which can therefore be applied on any point of the curve and not only on the
1 See Surgical Science web site: http://surgical-science.com
control points (which somehow do not lie on the curve). The generalized form of
the forces applied at a point P are expressed as Qαi = F.
∂P
∂qα
i
and are thus auto-
matically distributed among the control points. External forces include gravity,
viscosity, etc.
To control the deformations of the thread, we have to consider an internal
energy that aims at physically structuring the spline. We can choose a set of
springs regularly dispatched along the curve. The springs link two points of the
curve (not necessarily control points) and are handled via the above-mentioned
generalized forces computation. The use of various springs (including rotational
springs) enable the control of stretching, bending and twisting. However, for the
stretching energy only, a continuous approach exists [8].
To perform the physical constraints needed by a suturing task, we need a
method which satisfies at most the constraints with no discontinuity in the phys-
ical simulation. Instead of using unstable projection methods [11], we rely on the
Lagrange multipliers method for its robustness. We obtain a linear system:


M 0 0 −LTx
0 M 0 −LTy
0 0 M −LTz
Lx Ly Lz 0




Ax
Ay
Az
λ

 =


Bx
By
Bz
E

 . (2)
where L = (LxLyLz) is the constraint matrix, A the acceleration of the
degrees of freedom, B a vector that sums the different contributions of all forces,
E a vector coding the intensity of the violation of the different constraints. λ
are the Lagrange multipliers and each of them links a constraint to the degrees
of freedom. The three symmetric matrices M form the generalized mass matrix
Mg and are computed in the following way (see [6]):
∀(i, j) ∈ {1..n} × {1..n}, Mij = m.
∫
R
bi(s)bj(s) ds. (3)
with m the mass of the spline. For n control points and c constraints, the
overall system consists in 3n+ c equations.
4 Constraints for suture simulation
We need several constraints to simulate the suture correctly. The first constraint
is a sliding point constraint which allows our spline to pass through a specific
point of an organ surface and to slide through it. Moreover, the thread direc-
tion on the contact point is controlled to be orthogonal to the organ surface or
directed by the needle inserted. This offers a more realistic simulation in which
the thread does not turn freely around the contact point. To enhance realism, a
local friction model is introduced on the contact point to reproduce both kinetic
friction phenomena which brake the slipping and static friction sticking.
4.1 Sliding point constraint
The sliding point constraint allows the spline to slide through a specific point. We
can consider that this constraint is similar to a fixed point one with a dynamic
abscissa parameter. It derives into three expressions (one for each coordinate)
which we note g and are written as:
g(q, q˙, t, s(t)) = P(s(t), t)−P0. (4)
The equation g = 0 imposes that some point of the spline must be at the
position P0, that we suppose fixed for now. Since it is a dynamic system, s(t)
changes over time in order to be the right point of the curve that minimizes the
energy of the constrained system.
To avoid the drift due to numerical integration, we use the equations of the
constraint g to formulate a second order differential equation. This provides a
solution with a critical damping, known as a specific Baumgarte technique [12,
1]. This leads to the constraint equations:
g¨ +
2
∆t
g˙ +
1
∆t2
g = 0. (5)
where ∆t is the time step of the simulation.
As s becomes a dynamic parameter, it also becomes a new unknown of the
system which require a new equation. If we consider a perfect constraint, the La-
grange theory imposes that the virtual power of the strain due to this constraint
must be equal to zero. This is written as:
λ.
∂g
∂s
= 0. (6)
This theoretical framework is explained in more details in [13].
We decide to consider a different equation which gives us a direct relation
between s and λ to accelerate the resolution process. We allow that the effective
work of the force generated by the Lagrange multipliers is not null and we
represent it as an error. This error is due to an incorrect value of s and is
applied to correct the dynamics of this parameter. This approach gives us an
equation slightly different from Eq. 6:
ǫ.s¨+ λ.
∂g
∂s
= 0. (7)
where the factor ǫ is close to zero. The system becomes:


M 0 0 0 −LTx
0 M 0 0 −LTy
0 0 M 0 −LTz
0 0 0 ǫ −LTs
Lx Ly Lz Ls 0




Ax
Ay
Az
s¨
λ

 =


Bx
By
Bz
0
E

 .
We decide to solve the system by decomposing the acceleration in two parts,
one for tendency and another for correction: A = At +Ac [5]. The acceleration
of tendency represents the acceleration without any constraint and the other
acceleration is the correction due to the constraints. This leads us to this new
equation system:


MAxt = B
x
MA
y
t = B
y
MAzt = B
z
MgAc = L
Tλ
ǫs¨ = LTs λ
L(At +Ac) + Lss¨ = E
We replace the terms Ac and s¨ in the sixth equation by their expression
respectively in the fourth equation and the fifth equation. These replacements
yield an equation for λ:


MAxt = B
x
MA
y
t = B
y
MAzt = B
z
Ac = M
−1
g L
Tλ
ǫs¨ = LsTλ
LM−1g L
Tλ+
LsL
T
s
ǫ
λ = E− LAt
To simulate a complete suturing task, the spline must pass through several
piercing points P i
0
which implies several new variables si. In practice, the algo-
rithm works well and our system tolerates many sliding point constraints. The
system is solved in O(c.n2+ c2.n+ cg.c
2) where cg is the number of unknown si.
With only such constraints, the spline can freely slide through but also turn
around all the piercing points without considering the organ surface. It appears
necessary to avoid an inversion of the insertion type (that is, penetration in
or exit out of the organ). For that purpose, it is convenient to design a new
constraint which would insure the right direction of the piercing.
4.2 Sliding direction constraint
We need a specific constraint to impose at a sliding point that the spline is
orthogonal to the surface of the organ. We thus define a direction constraint
linked to a sliding point constraint. We just need the wanted vector direction
T0 and the sliding point P(s(t), t) on which the direction is imposed. We first
determine a local frame (P(s(t), t);T0,u,v) by computing u and v (vectors
supporting the local plane tangent to the organ at P). We create a constraint
that forces the direction of the sliding point to be orthogonal to u. Repeating
this process on v, we constrain the direction of the sliding point to be in one
direction orthogonal to u and v, it is thus in the direction T0:
c1(q, q˙, t, s(t),u) =
∂P
∂s
(s(t), t).u = 0. (8)
c2(q, q˙, t, s(t),v) =
∂P
∂s
(s(t), t).v = 0. (9)
We constrain the direction of the tangent T(s, t) = ∂P
∂s
(s(t), t) but we let the
intensity of this tangent free. Therefore, its norm will be set correctly by the
energy minimization of the Lagrange equations.
We still have a simulation of a thread that can freely slides through a point
of an organ and in a specific direction. However, we now need to control the
sliding. Frictions appear to be the most physically correct approach.
4.3 Friction on sliding point constraint
At the point P(s, t), we compute the velocity of the point V = dP
dt
and its
local tangente T = ∂P
∂s
. For any vector x (force or velocity), we can express its
tangential component xt = (x.T)T and its normal component xn = x− xt.
To determine which friction model (static or kinetic) should be applied, we
just have a check at the tangential velocity at the sliding point Vt.
• static case: If the velocity Vt is below a given threshold, it is considered
null, and we suppose that the frictions are static. In other words, the point is
not supposed to move. Instead of computing the friction force which cancels
the tangential forces (which would require a post-processing), we choose to
replace the sliding point constraint by a fixed point one. The resolution of
the system (cf. Eq. 8) gives the value of the Lagrange multipliers, which are
related to the intensity of the forces which enforce the constraint. To respect
the Coulomb friction model, we must check that the friction forces are in
the friction cone. We compute both friction (λt) and constraint (λn) forces,
and check if ||λt|| < µs||λn||, where µs is the static friction coefficient. If
the test succeeds, the static friction hypothesis holds and the computation is
over. Otherwise, the frictions are pseudo-static. In that case, the constraint
is replaced by a sliding point constraint. We keep the normal component λn
of the constraint force, and add a tangential force to the system:
Ffriction = −µs||λn||
λt
||λt||
• dynamic case: If the velocity Vt is not null, the kinetic friction model is
immediately applied. The system defined with the sliding point constraint
without friction is solved. The Lagrange multipliers give the normal force
λn. We then compute the kinetic friction force, based on the kinetic friction
coefficient µk:
Ffriction = −µk||λn||.
Vt
||Vt||
.
This algorithm is applied to all the piercing points. We have been able to
check if static, pseudo-static or kinetic frictions were to apply at each point. If
frictions are static everywhere, the computation of the forces is over. If however
one or more points are in the pseudo-static or kinetic case, the computed friction
forces have to be injected into the system which is solved again (to allow the
friction forces to be dispatched to the degrees of freedom of the curve). Thus,
our algorithm generally requires two solving passes of the system of Eq. 8.
It can be noticed that, in the kinetic case, we start the computation step
by considering a sliding point constraint which is biased by ǫ. Theoretically,
the Lagrange multipliers give us a force orthogonal to the local tangent (i.e.
λt = 0) due to Eq. 6. However, by considering Eq. 7, we allow the constraint to
work. We thus compute the effective normal force by projection and the non-null
tangential force is just considered as a supplementary force applied to the thread
(like deformation forces, collisions...).
4.4 Interaction between the thread and the organ
Since the beginning of this section, we have always considered that the points
P i
0
of the organ were static. To take the motion and deformation of the organ
into account, a quasi-static approach is possible. We consider Pi
0
as constant for
a given time step (this assumption is reasonable, since the motions are small).
After all the sliding points Pi
0
have moved, the sliding point constraints may be
violated, but the stabilization scheme of Eq. 5 attracts the curve toward all the
points. For the suture to modify the movement and deformation of the organ,
we use the action/reaction law. At each Pi
0
, the normal and friction forces are
inverted and applied to the organ.
A more precise and robust approach consists in assembling the thread and
the organ in a same system [5]. (Pi
0
,ui,vi) are then considered as variables of
the organ. The constraint equations Eq. 4 and Eq. 8 can then differentiate the
expression of (Pi
0
, ui, vi) according to the motion of the organ.
5 Results
Our implementation takes place in a framework of surgical simulators [7] offering
tools for collision process and self collision detection. This platform also gives
access to a large choice of numerical integration methods which are necessary to
compute the motion of our model.
The simulations were performed on a 1.7GHz Pentium IV processor with
512 MB of memory and an implicit Euler numerical integration was used. The
test (figure 1) simulates a suture controlled by a needle. We use a spline with
20 control points and two piercing points. The first figure presents the initial
situation and the second one shows the simulation at some time later when the
user pulled the needle. We can see that the thread has slid through the two
piercing points and it is directed normally to the organ surface. The simulation
takes about 30 ms which implies a simulation frequency of 34Hz.
Fig. 1. Suturing task with a thread and a needle. The figure on the left shows a thread
sliding along two piercing points. The figure on the right shows the state of the thread
after the user has pulled it.
The spline interpolation allows the use of a limited number of control points.
However, during a suture, it is important to give enough degrees of freedom for
the curve to deal with all the constraints. We are currently working on a multi-
resolution method which can not be described here due to space limitation. This
method can locally increase the number of control points while removing others
in low curvature areas. In our first experiment, we see that, even for complex
geometric configurations (such as a knot), very few degrees of freedom are added
and the number of control points remains quite the same. This shows that 20
control points is in practice sufficient.
6 Conclusion and Perspectives
We propose in this paper a dynamic model of surgical threads with specific
constraints permitting the suturing task on objects like organs. These constraints
are enabled to force the thread to pass through a sliding point, to impose the
direction of the thread at this point, and to integrate frictions between the thread
and the organ.
Nevertheless the complete suturing simulation still requires a lot of work.
First, it is essential to identify our model to the properties of existing threads
to get a realistic simulation. For such purpose, the adaptation of the Cosserat
energy seems inescapable [9]. Besides, the knot tying was out of the scope of this
article. It requires the multi-resolution process that we have mentioned above.
It is still under development but show promising results. In this context, we are
also working on the cutting of the thread. We are confident that our thread
model will become a powerful tool for future simulators.
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